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ENTERPRISE DEVOPS IS HARD.
WE MAKE IT SIMPLE.
Designed for complex enterprises with complex pipelines, Digital.ai (formerly XebiaLabs) simplifies
DevOps. Connect all your DevOps tools, manage their interactions, and create a data hub for
reporting — without wasting time on ad-hoc scripting and endless maintenance.

Digital.ai is the world’s only end-to-end
DevOps toolchain orchestration and reporting platform
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Orchestrate, automate
and get visibility into
your release pipelines.

Automate and
standardize
complex application
deployments to any
environment.

Measure and optimize
DevOps performance
to maximize ROI.

Prove the end-to-end
compliance of your
software delivery
pipelines.

Power Your End-to-End Continuous Delivery Process
with the Digital.ai Value Stream Platform
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Security / Compliance
Automated Audits
Value Stream Metrics
Predictive Analytics
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The world’s first on-demand audit report: Push the button, get the report.
You’re done.
The Digital.ai Value Stream Platform is the only way to capture Software Chain
of Custody evidence and prove the end-to-end compliance of your software
delivery pipelines. Get 100% visibility into your complete software delivery
lifecycle, so you have evidence of who did what, when, where, and how—for
every release.
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Enterprise-scale Technology

• DevOps infrastructure for any environment, from
containers to hybrid cloud to mainframe

If you’re looking to improve,
accelerate, and streamline your
end-to-end software delivery,
and enforce compliance
requirements in a repeatable,
auditable process, you
want XebiaLabs.

• Agentless architecture, which means simple, secure,
scalable rollouts

Vito Iannuzzelli, Assistant VP of IT,
NJM Insurance Group

• Orchestrate your end-to-end DevOps toolchain with
Digital.ai
• Easy-to-read dashboards, detailed analytics, and
powerful reports

• Model-based approach that eliminates scripting and
brittle workflows
• Advanced Release Orchestration, built to meet
enterprise needs
• Software Chain of Custody that provides visibility
into the complete DevOps pipeline
• Predictive DevOps analytics based on machine
learning
• Your Mode DevOps that facilitates collaboration
between business and technical teams
• Extensive DevOps as Code functionality that lets
define everything in code
• Easy on-boarding without a lot of administrative
overhead
• Designed to manage people, processes, and tools

About Digital.ai
Digital.ai enables enterprises to focus on outcomes instead of outputs, create greater business value
faster, and deliver secure digital experiences their customers trust. The Digital.ai Value Stream Platform
seamlessly integrates all the disparate tools and processes across the various value streams, uses
data and AI/ML to create connective tissue between them, and provides the real-time, contextual
insights required to drive and sustain successful digital transformation. With Digital.ai, enterprises
have the visibility they’ve been seeking to deliver value, drive growth, increase profitability, reduce
security risk, and improve customer experience. Learn more at digital.ai
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